Stakeholders and Environmental Protection
Environmental protection has never been the responsibility of human. It is
how safely we explore nature, environment for our better living progressively to
improve the environment in turn instead of diminishing its values. Stake holders
are hence not the participants of the environmental protection activity but users
of environment in a friendly manner to get best out of it, to contribute to the
same constructively for its progression. Different levels of user starting from small
children to senior citizens of the common public are to live with nature and their
driving need to go with nature, to have a feasible life style for their might. The
problematic stake holders are with authority in authenticated position of socio
economic levels and human race as administrators, technocrats, and
industrialists. They have superfluous money that their driving need is profit
making to be on the top levels of hierarchy and demography to rule over nature,
where the problem arises. They must be duly regulated with user specific
processes and reasonable profit to be verified for the certification procedure that
there will be check on the environmental quality, resource use, and also economy
from the user side to promote the quantity of user that everyone will be
benefitted which promotes the standards of life too. Governance plays due role
to regulate the stake holders to avail the best of environment that the vital
participation is only by the governance with due regulations in the manufacturing
process and not in the effluent standards that there should be pollution

could be progressive changes to live with nature. It is to be understood as their
ignorance to sustain, where there is no possibility of sustenance but evolution to
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prevention and not pollution control. Here are some focus areas where there

live with nature. We got to take the form in which the nature keeps things flowing
instead of resistance that we live peacefully. We can take the black money as
byname investments of the country as its reserve which has to come out when it
is needed for the country.

The electrical energy generated with heat energy to drive vehicles make
pollution free transport and speed control that could reduce accidents too, is still
in embryonic stage for the industries do not make attempt to bring out the same
into practice.
Bioethanol as alternate, can be encouraged with sugar industries which
need the support of the government.
Polyethylene can be prepared from the sugar cane waste which is a best
alternate to bioplastics and is biodegradable.
There must be encouragement to new ideas from well established concern as
they are affordable to take risk and they could sell a good idea for their
established repute.

It is the government which should make people inclusive with user specific
attitude that the ultimate beneficiaries are the common public for whom the
activities should go with the life pattern of an individual to his own design and
comfort. There need not be push and pull, he is to be left with conviction to
realize what he has to contribute and that makes any situation hassle free.
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The food industry, apparels, construction industries, education institutions
are the core groups which are taking up much of the income of any citizen to
remain as successful citizen which make them take up luxurious, care free life and
thus corruption and mindless activities.

The people no matter how much they earn, do not wish to have the habit
of saving, but learning experience and to live with what they have in the present
and for which the government should turn towards building skills rather than to
offer them ways to earn more.
It is the skills that is going to pay and which must be individual specific that
education must be to refine an individual with confidence, openness to upgrade
always.

THREAD
Food industries, could
extend
their
service
to
community serving in offices and
work places, apparel industries
should offer a wide range of
choice with uniqueness in every
apparel, the ready to build
technology with glues replacing
the cement and sand should
come up
taking care of the
scarcity on them.
Conduct a detailed study on any one of these and bring out progressive
strategies to conserve reserves, to serve the public to make them live peacefully.
The breadth and depth to which you approach a problem and bring out the
perception is up to you. There is no constraint in defining the issue.

Unbounded connections with conviction makes one live peacefully.
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Life is like a drop of water on lotus leaf.

